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Abstract: The paper deals with some common methods and some myths present in the electrical safety. It also tells about 
the unknown facts about electricity. Electrical industries and department has considered as a risky sector due to large 
amount of accidents. Actually these accidents arise due to inexperienced work lack of training, lack of experience when 
working with electrical machine etc. Step potential, touch potential, power arc, arc blast, burns etc. are some major 
accidents. Many injuries, deaths and property damage caused by workplace electrical hazards can be avoided. The first 
step in avoiding these hazards begins with safety awareness. There are many associations such as NFPA, ESFI, OSHA etc. 
provides awareness of electrical safety in home as well as in workplace. They help employees for ensuring safe 
environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electricity has a prior importance in life. We cannot even think about a day without electricity. That much influence 
has there with electricity in our life.Electricity is the key component to modern technology and without it most of 
the things that we use every day simply could not work and would never have been created. Electricity saves lives 
and allows people to live longer. So not only are we are more aware and intelligent society but we have become 
much healthier. Our lives are improved no end by electricity, and it is certainly true that most peoples’ living quality 
would be significantly reduced and affected if electricity were to somehow disappear.  But we are having some 
misconceptions about electrical accidents [1] and some facts about electricity. Due to this misconception there is a 
huge increase in electrical accidents. This may intern lead to fatal or nonfatal injuries or even to death. There by 
electricity can be both our friend and foe by the way we approach it.  Young and new workers have a high risk for 
work related injury compared with more experienced workers. Electricity is so familiar a force, your employees may 
think they know all its mysteries. Not so-and what they don’t know can kill them. Not long ago, much of the state of 
Florida went dark. Lights went down. Traffic signals quit, causing huge backups. People were trapped in elevators. 
The search for someone to blame began. It turned out that a worker doing equipment checks at a substation had, 
against company policy, disabled two protective devices on the system. Much was said about how the system was 
vulnerable. But the worker who was suspended, was likely vulnerable, too. That is because electricity, when freed 
from its bounds by equipment defect-or more often, lapses in safety procedure. Many more workers suffered burns 
and damage to internal organs, often in a fraction of seconds. Why does it happen? Are there are ways to stop it? 
The reason it happens is lack of understanding about electricity .That can leads to a careless attitude around this 
potentially deadly force. This paper reviews some of the common myths and misconceptions, electrical workers may 
have concerning electricity and electrical safety.

II. ELETRICITY A CLOSER VIEW 

Whenever you work with power tool or on electrical circuits there is a risk of electrical hazards, especially electrical 
shock. Anyone can be exposed to these hazards at home or at work. Workers are exposed to more hazards because 
job sites can be cluttered with tools and materials, fast-paced, and open to the weather. Risk is also higher at work 
because many jobs involve electrical power tools.[2] Electrical trades’ workers must pay special attention to 
electrical hazards because they work on electrical circuits. Coming in contact with an electrical voltage can cause 
current flow through the body, resulting in electrical shock and burns. Serious injury or even death may occur. 
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III. ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS 

Step Potential:During a ground fault, current flows through the grounding system to a ground rod or some type of 
system ground seeking a return to its source. This current flow could possibly exist in or along the surface of the 
ground for quite some distance around the point where the earth become energized. This current will flow through 
the conductor supplying the fault current. The current flow create a voltage drop as it flows through the earth’s 
surface and a person standing with their feet apart bridges a portion of this drop thus creating a parallel path for 
current flow. 

Touch Potential:Similar to step potential. Flow of fault current in the earth establishing a potential difference 
between the earth contact point and some nearby conductive structure or bardware.

Power Arc/Electrical Arc:Electrical workers are having a higher priority to be having power arc. It is not necessary 
to touch an energized conductor to receive an electrical shock. When there is a difference of potential between two 
points an arc can occur under the right set of conditions. It can jump from a conductor to a person and give then 
shock and can result in serious burns and explosive blasts.

Fig1:BE CAREFUL AND SAVE LIFE 

Fig2: STEP TO POTENTIAL
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Electrical Arc Blast:Another hazard to employees is the blast effect that can result from arcing. High energy arcs 
can damage equipment causing fragmented metal to fly in all directions. Low energy arc can cause violent 
explosions. Inhaling the hot vaporized metal from the arc blast will cause damage to respiratory system.

Burns Caused By Electricity:Electrical burns can result when a person touches electrical wiring or equipment that is 
used or maintained improperly. Electrical burns are one of the most serious injuries that we can receive. Arc blasts 
occur when powerful, high-amperage currents arc through the air. Arcing is the luminous electrical discharge that 
occurs when high voltages exist across a gap between conductors and current travels through the air. Arcing gives 
thermal radiations which cause burns. A high voltage arc can produce a considerable pressure wave blast. It can also 
cause many of the aluminum and copper in electrical component to melt. 

IV. CASE STUDY ON ACCIDENTS IN RAILWAY AND MINING INDUSTRIES 

A. ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS IN RAILWAY: 
An electrical accident is caused directly or indirectly, whether minor or major .It is a major drawback of railway 
authority. Electrical accidents can happen both to railway servants or others. 

Chances of accidents by electric shock are  

· Live mains 
· Overhead lines which although made dead by isolations at both ends, still develop high potential due to 

electromagnetic induction due to parallelism with high voltage live line. 

Fig3:POWER AND ELETRICAL ARC 

Fig4:ELECTRICAL ARC BLAST 
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·  Leakage due to either because of low insulations ,high earth resistance 

The accidents can be happened because of 

1. Disregard  or non-observance of prescribed rule 
2. Insufficient training staff 
3. Careless and indifferent method of working including improper earthling 
4. Inadequate supervision  
5. Faulty protective equipment’s and poor maintained 
6. Over confidence 
7. Misunderstanding of instructors 

Actions to be taken after accidents 

· Breakdown of overhead line should arrange cordon off the area and warn drivers of train. 
· Arrange to cut power supply off by nearest electrical department official. 
· Send for medical assistance. 
· Immediate arrival of authorized officer from electrical department and preliminary investigation should be 

done. 

Accident Register and Annual Returns 

Every electrical official in charge should maintain a register showing particulars regarding all electrical 
accidents. One common accident is a worker of engineering department engaged in construction work may 
cause severe burns when handling a long boiler tube under live OHE. 

B. ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS IN MINING INDUSTRY: 
Electrical accidents are the fourth leading cause of death in mining  and are disproportionately fatal compared with 
most  other type of mining accidents .It can be argued that every electrical accidents is a potential  fatality except for 
some set of circumstances that combine to prevent the victim is death. 

About one half of all mine accidents and electrical injuries occur during electrical maintenance work. Injury severity 
increases with age for mining accidents from all causes, but decreases after age 40-49 for mine electrical accident 
victims. Burns are the leading causes of electrical injuries but electrical shock caused 93% of all mine electrical 
fatalities. On average, nonfatal electrical shock injuries were more severe than nonfatal burn injuries. Small mines 
may be more electrically hazardous work place than large mines based on total average employment. 

  Improved system design  improved  maintenance procedures  and  schedules , use of power line avoidance devices, 
power line awareness training, training  tangent at known problem areas  and  vigorous electrical enforcement can 
combine to improve electrical safety substantially. 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY MYTHS AND FACTS 

THE GRENADE THEORY:To walk through a room with electrical equipment, need an arc flash PPE. But it is not 
necessary to wear it because there is a possibility of failure of that equipment.With reference to NFPA 70E section 
130.7 normal operation of enclosed electrical equipment, operating at 600 volts or less, that has been properly 
installed and maintained by qualified persons is not likely to expose the employee to an electrical hazard.An arc 
flash hazard may exist when energized electrical conductors or circuits parts are exposed, provided a person is 
interacting with the equipment in such manner that cause an electrical arc.Under normal operating conditions, it is 
not likely to pose an arc flash hazard.

QUALIFIED BY EXPERIENCE:In a paper presented in the 2004 IEEE Electrical safety, workshop, it was revealed 
that laborers were injured more with less than 2 years of experience.OSHA defined a qualified person as one who 
has received training in and has demonstrated skills and knowledge in the construction and operation of electrical 
equipment and installation and hazards involved.NFPA 70E also defines a qualified person that one who has skills 
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and knowledge related to the construction and operation of the electrical equipment and installations and has 
received safety training to recognized and avoid the hazards involved. Both OSHA and NFPA 70E require specific 
safety skills and knowledge in order to be considered as a qualified person.To be concluded that person requires 
technical skills & knowledge and safety skills & knowledge.

TOUCH POTENTIAL-MYTH AND FACT:As defined earlier touch potential occur due to current flow between earth 
contact point and some nearby conductive structure electricity does take least resistance path. It also takes any other 
path to ground that is available to it. If many path are provided by an equipment and one a among the path having 
lower resistance is broken then a person touching that end many have low resistance, occur and will lead to 
grounding. Thus the myth of flow of current to low resistance is not true current will flow through any path that is 
available.

REQUIREMENT OF TRAINING: According to OSHA, the person exposed to electrical hazards requires electrical 
safety training. The level of training will depend on their job tasks and risks to the hazards.OSHA states that the 
training requirements apply to employees who face a risk of elective shock that is not reduced to a safe level by the 
electrical installation requirements. Workers require qualified person training include HVAC technicians, multi-craft 
employees, anymore who is exposed to voltages above 50v.

ROLE  OF HOSPITALS:Doctors provide information concerning the accident related to electrical and the Victim 
and provide some basic information’s on electric shock and how to manage it. Hospitals around the world rely on 
Bender products and the technical support, where the safety of patients and the critical performance of the medical 
electrical equipment are at stake. Bender system are specially developed for electrical safety management in health 
care facilities, they provide  early  detection of critical errors in the power supply of medical electrical equipment.

APPROPRIATE USE OF PROTECTIVE DEVICES: Employees shall use electrical protective equipment that is 
appropriate for the specific parts of the body to be protected and for the work to be performed.If we take too much 
protection that will interferes with our performance. Another myth regarding to electricity is that the tires are 
rubbers and they are insulators. But now a days the industrialist generates modern tires which having synthetic 
rubbers, carbon black to provide black colors with many additives. It is having layers of rayon, nylon etc and it 
reinforced. That is why many accidents are occurring to vehicles, especially electrical accidents it’s due to the flow 
of current through tires and are groomed   as a result of low insulators by tires.  

GROUND CIRCUITS AND EQUIPMENT:Electricians use ground wires to protect the equipment. When an 
electrical system is not grounded properly, a hazard exists. If it is grounded improperly, parts of the system may be 
energized. When we ground a electrical system, we create a low resistance path to the earth. When done properly 
carrying capacity to eliminate voltages that may cause a shock. But if just cutting a ground wire which results in 
fires, injuries and even causing death.Grounding does not guaranties that we will not be shocked, injured or killed 
from defective equipment. How even, it greatly reduces that possibility. So proper grounding and banding as 
required by National Electrical code is critical to worker safety.  

  

Fig5:GROUND CIRCUITS AND EQUIPMENT 
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MAINTENANCE OF TOOLS IS REQUIRED:Proper maintenance of tools and other equipment is very important. 
Inadequate maintenance can cause equipment to deteriorate, creating dangerous conditions. Damaged tools must be 
removed from service and properly tagged. Follow the safety instructions and operating procedures recommended 
by the manufacturer. If equipment has been repaired, make sure that it has been tested and certified as safe before 
using it. The NEC permits the use of portable tools only if they have been approved by underwriter’s laboratories.

V. WHAT MUST BE DONE TO BE SAFE? 

Use the three stages safely model: - recognize, evaluate and control hazards. To be safe, must think about their job 
and plan for hazards. To avoid injury, one must understand and recognize hazards. We need to evaluate the situation 
we are in and assess the risk. We need to control hazards by creating a safe work environment, by using a safe work 
practices and by reporting hazards to a supervisor. If we do not recognize, evaluate and control hazards, we may be 
killed by the electricity itself. 

CREATING A SAFE WORK ENVIROMENT: A safe work environment is created by controlling contact with 
electrical voltages and the currents they can cause. A safe work environment reduces the chance of fires, burns and 
falls. We need to guard against contact with electrical voltages and control electrical currents in order to create a 
safe work environment. 

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION (NFPA):NFPA 70E, titled Standard for Electrical Safety in the 
workplace. It covers electrical safety requirements for employees. The standard focuses on practical safeguards that 
also allow workers to be productive within their job function. The standard covers the safety requirements for the 
following: 

· Electrical conductors and equipment installed within or on buildings or industries 
· Conductors that connect installations to a supply of electricity. 
· Other outside conductors. 

VI. OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (OSHA) 

Occupational safety and health act of 1970 created the OSHA. Its mission is to help employers and employees 
reduce on the job injuries, illness and deaths. OSHA directs national compliance initiatives in occupational safety 
and health. OSHA helps business protect their workers and reduce the number of workplace deaths, injuries and 
illness. When employees stay safe and healthy, companies can reduce worker’s compensation insurance costs and 
medical expenses; reduce faulty products and lower costs for job accommodation for injured workers. Additional 
benefits such as increased productivity, lower training costs due to fewer replacement workers and decreased costs 
for over time have also been contributed to OSHA’s research and guidance. 

OSHA promotes workplace safety and health by: 
* Implementing new study and health management systems. 
* Completing worksite inspections. 
* Promoting cooperative programs. 
* Establishing specific rights and responsibilities of employees and employers. 
* Supporting innovation in dealing with workplace hazards. 
* Developing training programs. 
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C. PPE FACT SHEET: OSHA defines PPE as equipment for the eye, face, head and extremities, protective 
clothing, respiratory devices, protective shields and barriers. Many OSHA regulations state that PPEmust meet 
criteria set by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) OSHA requires that head protection be worn if 
there is a risk of head injury from electrical burns or falling/flying objects. OSHA requires that you be provided 
with personal protective equipment. This equipment must meet OSHA requirement and be appropriate for the 
parts of the body that need protection and the work performed .PPE is the last line of defense after engineering 
controls, work practices and administrative controls have been exhausted. OSHA estimates that more than 
20,000 workplace injuries could be avoided each year with proper use of PPE. When we can’t eliminate a hazard 
any other way, it is our duty under the law to provide PPE to protect the worker from that hazard. 

D. ELECTRICAL SAFETY FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL: Electrical Safety Foundation International (ESFI) 
is a foundation that provides awareness of electrical safety in home as well as in work place. It helps employees 
for ensuring safe environment in work place.Annually ESFI create a statistical data on occupational electrical 
injuries to focusof awareness at required place.National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) is 
also on institution help to update information on electrical accident. The general assessment made between 1992-
2010 shows that there is a decline in rate of fatal accidents by 25% between the years 1992-2006. But they 
declined level decreased within the next years of 2006-2010 by 1/3rd of the previous.With the advancement of 
NFPA 70E a safety standard had been created to help in the reduction of electrical accidents.Safety in work place 
can be increased by the use of technique and methods found by NFPA 70E.Many work places have an 
established electrical safety program. But may be out dated or be refereed when developing new procedure to 
become effective all those things which are written should be made practiced.Also regular evaluation of the 
above program should be done. To become effective. Also new and modern technique should be incorporated 

To Access Overall Safety: To get started with a new safety program we have to know the standard of performance of 
already established resources, it helps to improve the safety programs. It helps us to incorporate lasted technology, 
code requirement and advanced safety program. It provides systematical reporting of safety program performance.It 
can be called as auditing was we evaluate managing system and evaluate equipment by analyses installation V/S 
established guide line.  

Purpose :It helps to reduce work place electrical injuries by 3 steps: 

1. Awareness. 
2. Assessment. 
3. Improvement. 

In awareness program they help to aware community to practice safe electrical habits.While in assessment level the 
different institution can analyses their safety level. By answering some question related facilities and procedure. 
Question about facilities related about equipment, tools and repairing used.Personal related question section includes 
questions about. Understanding actual work practices, personal protective equipment qualified V/S unqualified 
person.Procedural questions examines established procedures for performing energized work, de-energizing and re-
energizing job planning and record keeping.Self-assessment question depend upon user after answering the question 
user are provided with a list of suggestion for improvement.By answering all these questions improvement steps will 
be provided complied on online library to find out right tool to make necessary improvement. 

SAFE WORK PRACTICES: The first step in developing a safe work environment is to have procedures in place 
which provide guidelines for employees to perform various tasks safely. [3]The procedure should help eliminate 
injuries by providing riles and guideline for people working on or near energized electrical circuit conductors. It 
should address qualifications, tools, protective equipment, approval levels and attendance required for various tasks, 
as well as other additional cautionary information. Also this procedure should address safe approach distance for 
qualified and unqualified personnel.When conductors are or may become energized, an alternative way of ensuring 
safety from the electrical hazards is to observe a safe approach distance (or clearance) from exposed conductors. It is 
important to know how close persons, or conductive objects which they might be carrying, can approach without 
endangering themselves. These clearances are greater for an unqualified person than for a qualified person.
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E. PLAN FOR SAFETY IN LABORATORY: Safety planning is an important part of any task. It takes effort to 
recognize, evaluate and control hazards. If we are thinking about our work tasks, it is hard to take the time to 
plan for safety. But we must plan. Planning  with others  is especially helpful .It allow to coordinate our work 
and take advantage of what others know about identifying  and controlling hazards . The following is a list of 
some things to think about as we plan. 
· Work with a buddy. 
· Know how to shut off and de-energize circuits. 
· Plan to lock out and tag out circuits and equipment. 
· Remove jewelry and metal objects. 
· Plan to avoid falls. 

Home Safety: Not only safety of industries but also home electrical safety is also important in many homes the 
electrical system existing are out dated and in sufficient.By understanding basic safety principles and understanding 
safe practice can prevent many injuries and fire at home. ESFI help to educate consumer about warning sign of 
electrical hazards. It also provides installation of new safety technology. 

Safety at Child Level: ESFI help to reduce childhood injuries and death by elementary education program by 
integrating electricity and electrical safety lessons. The lessons are designed by educator.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

As far as we studied we got understand that majority of electrical accidents arise as a result of unawareness of 
workers and lack of knowledge. Proper training should be provided for each worker. The accidents in railway and 
mining industries are also due to above reasons. ESFI had provided different methods to avoid such accidents by 
providing safety rules. Other organizations such as OSHA,NFPA provide guidance for those needing information on 
maintenance requirements of electrical power system and components.  
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